
IBSIC - IMAGE BEYOND THE SCREEN 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

CONFERENCES ABOUT VIDEO MAPPING

Tuesday 5th and Wednesday 6th of October 2021
Arenberg Creative Mine, Wallers-Arenberg
As part of the Video Mapping Festival #4, Rencontres Audiovisuelles and the DeVisu laboratory of the Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France offer IBSIC, an annual event 
dedicated to the mapping industry, in the presence of the greatest international names in the field.
About 20 speakers will lead case studies, panel discussions and masterclasses to share their experiences and discuss the latest innovations in the sector.
Around the conferences, the audience and the participants will be invited to discover about 15 original artworks through a video mapping tour in Lille, organised as part 
of the Video Mapping Festival.
The artists who created these works will take turns to talk about their experience during these 2 days.
The IBSIC participants will also be able to participate in “Talents Connection” (speed meeting) and enjoy the Video Mapping Awards, a video mapping competition rewarding 
the best productions of the year 2019 around the world.

Organised by Rencontres Audiovisuelles and the DeVisu laboratory of the Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France, with the support of the European Union 
(Europe is committed to the Hauts-de-France Region through the European Regional Development Fund), the Hauts-de-France Region, the Communauté d’Agglomération de La Porte du Hainaut, 
the City of Wallers-Arenberg and Arenberg Creative Mine.

NB: Some adjustments could be made to this programme.

Tuesday 5th of October
Arenberg Creative Mine, Wallers-Arenberg

FESTIVAL #4

9 am / Departure by bus from Lille to Arenberg Creative Mine
Meeting point: rue des Canonniers, at the place Saint-Hubert.

10 am / Welcome  
Welcoming speech by Antoine Manier, general manager of Rencontres Audiovisuelles.
Introduction of the 2 Moderators which will ensure the guiding thread of the presentations:
∙ Xavi Bové - artist (Spain)
∙ Bettina Pelz - curator (Germany)
Duration: approx. 30 min

10:30 am / Artist Talk: Romain Tardy
Romain Tardy is an artist who spent 4 years studying art and design before - in his own words - 
moving on.
While his work has a direct and undeniable link with the digital world, Romain Tardy considers 
that his works do not necessarily need to be qualified as “digital art”. Indeed, his art 
installations are mainly offline because “the screen should not constitute a border”. They are 
mostly conceived as sensory experiences using video mapping, sound and light. Romain Tardy’s 
installations question our relationship to reality when confronted with computer imagery and 
the societal changes it induces, as well as the place of digital technology in public space. 
They aim to evoke these current issues through a poetic approach.
∙ Romain Tardy - visual artist (France)
Duration: approx. 30 min



11 am / Artist Talk: Holymage
Holymage is a visual design studio for live performance, heritage and immersive video 
installation. The studio stages images and designs unique experiences, always with meaning 
and innovation in mind. Their creations aim to seduce a wide audience, inviting them to vibrate 
within spectacular visual environments.
Topic: The staging of video mapping in major events. Designing a video mapping in relation with all the 
artistic devices of a performance (lighting, actors, pyrotechnics...).
∙ Antoine Géré - creative director and co-founder, Holymage (France)
∙ Xavier Mailliez - creative director and co-founder, Holymage (France)
Duration: approx. 30 min

11:30 am / Conference: DeVisu Laboratory 
Report of the Video Mapping European Center 1 project 
The entire activity of the DeVisu (Visual and Urban Design) laboratory of the Université 
Polytechnique Hauts-de-France is focused on design: conception of artefacts and services, 
project representation, information-communication modalities, analysis on the construction of 
meaning.
The Video Mapping European Center 1 project has enabled the development of original 
researches about video mapping as a medium and a discipline in order to stimulate reflection, 
suggest a new glance on the writings and enhance the future uses.
More specifically, these researches focused on the conditions of a video mapping production, 
the mediations offered by this medium, and the reception of spectators in relation to this 
medium. The emotional dynamics of the spectators have led to the emergence of new tools for 
declaring the experience, tools that can be transposed to other cultural practices.
∙ Ludovic Burczykowski - artist and researcher, Video Mapping European Center (France)
∙ Meï Menassel-Savreux - lecturer, DeVisu Laboratory, 
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
∙ Daniel Schmitt - lecturer and researcher, DeVisu Laboratory, 
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Duration: approx. 1h

12:30 pm / Lunch

2 pm / Artist Talk: Urbanscreen
Urbanscreen is an internationally active design-studio for cross-disciplinary media installations. 
As early pioneers of projection mapping, they have been witnessing and influencing the 
development of innovative technology-enhanced communication in the fields of artistic 
production, brand experience and interior installation for more than 13 years. Urbanscreen unites 
professionals from the fields of media art, 3D-design, architecture, cultural studies, sound 
design and management. With their multi award-winning works, they create unforgettable 
experiences for audiences all over the globe.
Topic: Virtual monuments as a cultural technique for commemorative culture.
∙ Julian Hölscher - freelance graphic and motion designer, senior artistic director at Urbanscreen 
(Germany)
Duration: approx. 30 min

2:30 pm / Artist Talk: ruestungsschmie.de 
During his studies, Michał Banisch worked for Zanderarchitekten in Dresden, where he now 
holds a leading position. In addition to his commitment to ruestungsschmie.de, Michał is at 
home in the fine arts; especially painting. In recent years, he has focused heavily on video and 
media art. Various of his projects have been shown in exhibitions as well as at European film 
and short film festivals.
After studying architecture, Philip Modest Schambelan stayed at the TU Dresden and worked in 
2 chairs, design and industrial construction, and teaching and research. 
Today, in addition to his work at ruestungsschmie.de, he works as a 3D artist in a film production 
company in Dresden, where he constructs and animates everything that is too big or too small 
to be filmed with traditional cameras. 
Since 2019, Philip Modest Schambelan has been teaching projection mapping at the Faculty 
of Architecture of Dresden, showing future architects the potential, the approach and the 
implementation of facade illuminations.
∙ Michal Banisch - architect, ruestunggschmie.de (Germany)
∙ Philip Modest Schambelan - architect, ruestunggschmie.de (Germany)
Duration: approx. 30 min

3 pm / Break and networking

3:30 pm / Video Mapping Awards - Programme 1
The Video Mapping Festival offers a mapping competition to reward the best productions of the 
year 2019 in the world. The mappings selected during the pre-selection will be presented in the 
form of video recordings.

In competition:
∙ THÉORIZ (France) - GENESIS (monument mapping)
∙ URBANSCREEN (Germany) - FinsterWald (immersive mapping)
∙ MALAMÍ LIGHT (Mexico) - The infinite color of light (monument mapping)
∙ teamLab (International) - teamLab : Universe of Water Particles in the Tank 
(immersive mapping)
∙ rangbarang (Germany) - We Didn’t Know That (monument mapping)
∙ Mindscape Studio (Romania) - BRÂNCUȘI (monument mapping)
∙ Odd Agency (Italy) - Exstasis (immersive mapping)
∙ Maxin10sity (Hungary) - Pandora’s Box (monument mapping)
∙ Limelight (Hungary) - Coexistence (monument mapping)
∙ mayer+empl (Germany) - Una famiglia di Angeli (interactive live show mapping)
∙ Yann Nguema (France) - S.C.U.L.P.T (interactive monument mapping)
∙ Holymage (France) - Convergence (monument mapping)
Duration: approx. 1h30

ruestungsschmie.de, FORCE MAJEURE3, Video Mapping Festival 2021 (City Hall Beffroi, Lille, France)

teamLab, Universe of Water Particles in the Tank, 2019 (TANK Shanghai, China)



5 pm / Artist Talk: Glowing Bulbs
Tamás Zádor is the co-director of Glowing Bulbs which he established in 1998 together with 
Gábor Horváth, Márton Noll and Farkas Fülöp. The collective of artists, architects, engineers 
and designers evolved from the vibrant underground art scene of Budapest and have been 
playing an important role in the contemporary Hungarian visual art world ever since. They 
put great emphasis on the exploration of the different forms of storytelling. By applying a 
wide range of techniques in their light installations, mapping pieces and projected immersive 
environments, their installations are more than visual elements per se. Viewers are given the 
space to freely interpret these situations and explore their own individual narratives within the 
frame of perception.
∙ Tamás Zádor - co-director and visual artist, Glowing Bulbs (Hungary)
Duration: approx. 30 min

5:30 pm / Artist Talk: SÍNOCA
Silvia Isach, aka SÍNOCA, is a visual artist focused on audiovisual production and new media. 
Feeding on contemporary culture, her beginnings go back to VJing in early 2000’s. Passionate 
about images reacting to music, she has composed and combined live video interacting with 
various music projects and performing in national and international venues and festivals. 
Within the parameters of new audiovisual media, she brought VJing further with projection 
mapping, working concepts creatively by transforming surfaces visually. She has done and 
directed many architectural mapping projects on emblematic buildings in Spain, Germany and 
Saudi Arabia, as well as installations and different shows for commercial, cultural and artistic 
events, also interacting with other disciplines.
Topic : Immersive experience in a 3D space created by the surrounding sound and images inspired by 
the film 2001: A Space Odyssey by Stanley Kubrick.
∙ Sílvia Isach - general manager and visual artist, SÍNOCA (Spain)
Duration: approx. 30 min

6:30 pm / Dinner

8 pm / Departure by bus from Arenberg Creative Mine to Lille

SÍNOCA, Kubrick’s Odyssey, Festival Panoràmic 2019 (Vilafranca del Penedès, Spain)

8 pm > 11 pm / Video mapping tour, Lille
· Lille Flandres Train Station (Romain Tardy, France)
· Ilôt Comtesse: Hospice Comtesse Chapel (Playmodes, Spain)
· War Memorial Rihour Square (Holymage, France)
· Crédit Mutuel Nord Europe Richebé Square (SÍNOCA, Spain)
· Louis Pasteur Memorial (Glowing Bulbs, Hungary)
· War Memorial 18 Ponts (Urbanscreen, Germany)
· City Hall Beffroi (ruestungsschmie.de, Germany)

+ In addition, discover 8 immersive works in the courtyard of the IAE of Lille, 
created by young talents from the Hauts-de-France region.



Wednesday 6th of October
Arenberg Creative Mine, Wallers-Arenberg

9 am / Departure by bus from Lille to Arenberg Creative Mine
Meeting point: rue des Canonniers, at the place Saint-Hubert.

10 am / Talents Connection - professional meeting
Enjoy a time of professional meetings during short interviews, in a “speed meeting” format. 
An opportunity for international artists, promoters and producers to meet and discuss. 
Upon registration.
Duration: approx. 2h30

11:30 am / Departure by bus from Lille to Arenberg Creative Mine
Meeting point: rue des Canonniers, at the place Saint-Hubert.

12:30 pm / Lunch

2 pm / Panel discussion: Mediatecture
Through the prism of their respective researches, the participants will question the hybridization 
of light, media and architecture, a concept named “Mediatecture” by Kronhagel (2010). 
It is through the construction of this concept that they will discuss, among other 
things, the subjects of the transmission of knowledge around architecture and the new visual 
grammars induced by video mapping.  
Participants:  
∙ Hafida Boulekbache-Mazouz - professor, DeVisu Laboratory, 
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
∙ Pascal Bué - researcher, Gripic Laboratory, Celsa Paris-Sorbonne (France)
∙ Everardo Reyes - lecturer HDR, Paragraphe Laboratory, Université Paris 8 (France)
∙ Andrea Sosa - researcher, Paragraphe Laboratory, Université Paris 8 (France)
Moderator:
∙ Meï Menassel-Savreux - lecturer, DeVisu Laboratory, 
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France (France)
Duration: approx. 1h

3 pm / Artist Talk: Playmodes
Playmodes is an audiovisual research studio that works with customised, self-made 
technologies. Their mixture of creativity, software and hardware gives birth to immersive 
installations, projection mapping, lighting for buildings, digital scenography, audiovisual 
instruments and sound design.
Topic: Parabòlic, a visual music and parametric mapping on Antoni Gaudi’s architecture.
∙ Eloi Maduell - co-CEO in charge of visual researches, Playmodes (Spain)
∙ Santi Vilanova - co-CEO in charge of sound researches, Playmodes (Spain)
Duration: approx. 30 min

3:30 pm / Video Mapping Awards - Programme 2
2nd part of the mapping competition rewarding the best productions of the year 2019 in the 
world. The mappings selected during the pre-selection will be presented in the form of video 
recordings.

In competition:
∙ RE:SORB (Germany) - DUAL (monument mapping)
∙ Filip Roca, Tigrelabart (Spain) - Mother (monument mapping)
∙ SUPERBIEN (France) - Siderea (immersive mapping)
∙ Jan Fabel, Erwijn Steijlen, Dirk van Poppel (The Netherlands) - Colour Symphony 
(monument mapping)
∙ teamLab (International) - teamLab : A Forest Where Gods Live - earth music&ecology
(immersive mapping)
∙ Moment Factory (France) - Regalia (monument mapping)
∙ Grandpa’s Lab Studio (Portugal) - Moura 2 - Digital Tale (live show mapping)
∙ ruestungsschmie.de (Germany) - TECHTONIC³ (monument mapping)
∙ Cindy Lo (France) - Mithra (monument mapping)
∙ OCUBO (Portugal) - C-ACT-US (interactive objects mapping)
∙ Simon Lazarus (France) - PONG (monument mapping)
∙ Yann Nguema (France) - Le Sacre du Tympan (monument mapping)
Duration: approx. 1h30

5 pm / Break and networking

Playmodes, Parabòlic, 2018 (Güell Palace, Barcelona, Spain) Grandpa’s Lab Studio, Moura 2 - Digital Tale, 2019 (Municipal Library, Chaves, Portugal)



Ce projet est cofinancé 
par l’Union européenne avec le Fonds européen 
de développement régional.

VIDEO MAPPING FESTIVAL #4
March > December 2021
Région Hauts-de-France

www.videomappingfestival.com

∙ Access 
Arenberg Creative Mine
Rue Michel Rondet, Wallers-Arenberg
Highway A23, Exit 6 (Raismes), then follow the direction to Arenberg Creative Mine / La Porte du Hainaut
Health pass is required; wearing a mask is mandatory

∙ Fares 
2-days package
Flat fare: 50€ 
Includes: access to all the conferences and activities 
+ 4 meals (Thursday noon and evening, Friday noon and evening) + travel by bus from Lille
Registrations before the 25th of September 2021 
through the online registration and payment form.

IBSIC online 
Free upon registration
Registrations before the 1st of October 2021 through the online registration form.

PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS

6 pm / Masterclass: Yann Nguema  
Coming from a scientific background, Yann Nguema finally turned to artistic creation. 
As a musician, he founded the band EZ3kiel in 1992, for which he has developed an abundant 
visual production that has become a reference and a trademark. 
He focuses his work mainly on live performance, with a constant research around the 
association between image and music. Very quickly, he has integrated computer tools into his 
creative process by developing his own softwares and has added an interactive dimension to 
his productions. 
As a designer of exhibitions, artistic installations and scenographies, he has conceived 
numerous projects combining technology, research and poetry. He is currently an ambassador 
artist for the Lyon Festival of Lights (Fête des Lumières).
For this masterclass, he will be accompanied by Arnaud Doucet, light designer, whose artistic 
sensitivity has been expressed within EZ3kiel in the search for innovative scenic proposals.
∙ Arnaud Doucet - project manager and light designer (France)
∙ Yann Nguema - digital artist and musician (France)
Duration: approx. 2h

Yann Nguema, Le Sacre du Tympan, 2019 (La Rochelle City Hall, France)

8 pm / Video Mapping Awards - Closing ceremony
Following the screening of the 2 programmes in competition, a Jury composed of video mapping 
professionals, will award the prizes for the best productions of the year 2019!
Jury: 
∙ Kaat Heirbrant - curator and coordinator, Ghent Light Festival (Belgium)
∙ Nika Perne - curator and producer (Slovenia)
∙ Nathanaëlle Picot - video designer, artistic director, Pixel n’Pepper (France)  
∙ Romain Tamayo - project manager, Fête des Lumières (France)
∙ Romain Tardy - visual artist (France)
Duration: approx. 30 min

8:30 pm / Dinner

10:30 pm / Departure by bus from Arenberg Creative Mine to Lille

http://www.videomappingfestival.com
https://www.videomappingfestival.com/billetterie/ibsic-normal-2021-english/?lang=en
https://forms.gle/wSi1TG45up1fqK4u7

